DTEX Insider Intelligence and Investigations (DTEX I3) is an investigations and
research division focused on delivering cutting-edge insider threat behavioral
studies, intelligence packages and forensic investigations.

DTEX I3 SERVICES
• Managed Insider Risk
Management

DTEX I3 brings together experienced behavioral researchers, consultants
and an elite team of insider threat investigators to create intelligence-driven,
investigation-ready capabilities. The team publishes counter-insider threat
research as blogs, quarterly digests and in-depth reports focused on human
behaviors to help business leaders, security practitioners and regulatory
bodies better understand, design, deploy and manage workforce cyber
intelligence and security initiatives.

• Insider Incident
Investigations
• Workforce Risk Benchmarks
• Emerging Risk Insights
• Insider Risk and
Assessments

As workforce behavior deviates from the norm, DTEX I3 works side by side
with customers to respond to DTEX’s Workforce Cyber Security InTERCEPT
Platform’s automated reports and findings, identify internal risks, evaluate
their severity and ultimately protect from malicious, negligent and
compromised users while preventing data loss. The founding members of
DTEX I3 bring decades of experience in advanced insider threat and data loss
research, analysis and hunting from notable companies, including Deloitte,
Raytheon, Symantec and Sophos.
The DTEX Insider Intelligence & Investigations team offers a comprehensive
set of services, including threat investigations and assessment, trends
reporting, insider program posture analysis and more. The I3 team is
experienced at augmenting new, emerging and established Insider Risk and
Data Loss programs with areas of impact and services, including:
•

INSIDER
INVESTIGATIONS

BEHAVIORAL
SCIENCES

INTELLIGENCE
PACKAGES

Managed Insider Risk Management (IRM) – Managed IRM from DTEX
I3 is a subscription-based consultancy offering that provides mid-size
enterprises and SLED organizations with Insider Risk Detection and
Mitigation support utilizing the DTEX InTERCEPT Workforce Cyber
Security Platform. DTEX team members perform continuous insider risk,
data loss vector and user compromise monitoring and protection.
DTEX InTERCEPT™ is a first-of-its-kind Workforce
Cyber Security solution that brings together the
capabilities of Insider Threat Management, User
and Entity Behavior Analytics, Digital Forensics, and
Endpoint DLP in an all-in-one lightweight, cloud-native
platform.
Only DTEX InTERCEPT delivers the context and
intelligence that answers the Who, What, When,
Where and How related to any potential insider threat
situation, compromised account event or data loss
scenario.
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•

Insider Incident Investigations – In the case of
an identified insider event, DTEX I3 performs
evidentiary-quality forensic investigations. This
offers full details of insider activity and intent to
determine severity and provides customers with
the cyber evidence required by law enforcement to
exonerate or prosecute individuals in question, as
well as inform user education programs.

•

Workforce Risk Benchmarks – Internal risk
audits offer customers a comprehensive review,
providing data-driven evidence of their insider
risk posture, data loss vectors, overall risk posture
and level of flexibility given to the workforce. This
includes actionable recommendations designed
to help organizations balance risk with business
requirements.

•

Insider Risk Assessment – Designed for
organizations that are not customers of DTEX,
this service is a commitment-free, 30-day
comprehensive review that identifies and analyzes
an organization’s insider risk posture and data
loss vectors across common user activities and
behavioral categories. It includes actionable
recommendations in preparation for regulatory
audits and as due diligence for forthcoming M&A
activities.

•

Emerging Risks Insights – Leveraging a range of
novel and proprietary techniques and tools, this
in-depth review helps customers identify new risks
and business insights that have not otherwise been
surfaced. Risk Insights focus on behavioral profiles
that evolve over time and those that may be specific
from organization to organization.
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On the 25th of October 2021 user 1234 was idennﬁed accessing inappropriate internet websites

endpoint

ACME, Inc.
corporate network.

“

To fully understand any insider incident, visibility into the
nuance and sequence of human behavior is pivotal. DTEX
I3 brings unparalleled experience investigating the human
behaviors and Indicators of Intent that are always the root
cause of an insider incident.”
Rajan Koo,
Chief Customer Officer, DTEX Systems

To learn more about DTEX I3 Services and Support, contact us at dtexi3@dtexsystems.com.

ABOUT DTEX SYSTEMS
DTEX Systems helps hundreds of organizations worldwide better understand their workforce, protect their data and make human-centric operational investments.
Its Workforce Cyber Intelligence & Security platform brings together next-generation DLP, UEBA, digital forensics, user activity monitoring and insider threat
management in one scalable, cloud-native platform. Through its patented and privacy-compliant metadata collection and analytics engine, the DTEX platform
surfaces abnormal behavioral “indicators of intent” to mitigate risk of data and IP loss, enabling SOC enrichment with human sensors and empowering enterprises to
make smarter business decisions quickly. To learn more about DTEX Systems, please visit www.dtexsystems.com.

